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Subsurface skin renewal by treatment with a 1450-nm
laser in combination with dynamic cooling
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Abstract. A new nonablative laser device, Smoothbeam, has been
under evaluation for nonablative wrinkle reduction in skin with mini-
mal side effects. This device incorporates a laser at 1450-nm wave-
length to heat the dermis and cryogen spray cooling to prevent epi-
dermal damage. The thermal injury created is internal and
imperceptible. The wound-healing response to this internal injury
causes improvement in the appearance of skin wrinkles. Biopsies
taken immediately after treatment showed mild residual thermal dam-
age (RTD) at a depth range of 150 to 400 mm, which is the dermal
zone where most solar elastosis resides. Biopsies from two months
after treatment showed fibroplasia extending over a range of depths
similar to the acute RTD zones. An improvement in wrinkle severity
was noted on the treated side compared with the control side. © 2003
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1586703]

Keywords: nonablative wrinkle treatment; cryogen cooling; Monte Carlo light trans-
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1 Introduction
In photodamaged skin, ultraviolet radiation induces solar elas
tosis, which is the deposition of abnormal yellow amorphous
elastotic material that replaces normal collagen and elasti
and lacks the resiliency of normal elastic tissue.1 Also, the
superficial collagen fibers appear disorganized when they ar
examined microscopically. The dermal elastic hypertrophy
and disorganized collagen fibers contribute to wrinkles on the
face. Wrinkles have been successfully treated by
dermabrasion,2,3 chemical peels,4,5 and more recently by laser
skin resurfacing.4,6,7 These methods, in general, create a ther-
mal injury within the skin and specifically, lasers allow the
clinician to create a controlled thermal injury. The wound-
healing response to thermal injury induces production of new
collagen in the region of heat-altered dermis, resulting in
wrinkle reduction and rejuvenation of skin.8

In traditional resurfacing methods, the epidermis and the
superficial dermal layers are removed and/or heated. Epide
mal destruction implies an open skin wound. The subsequen
loss of barrier function results in discomfort as well as
dessication-induced extension of the thermal wound.9–11 Pos-
sible complications include persistent erythema, scarring, in
fection, hyperpigmentation, and hypopigmentation. Further
more, during the initial healing process, patients experienc
pain, wound discharge, and swelling. Since the microscopi
changes associated with wrinkles occur primarily in the der
mis, epidermal removal may be unnecessary for improvemen
of facial wrinkles.12,13 Such subsurface skin renewal can be
achieved by inducing a subepidermal thermal injury by com-
bining ~1! a laser that penetrates deeper than traditionalCO2

or erbium:yttrium aluminum garnet~Er:YAG! resurfacing la-
sers and~2! cooling of the epidermis. The cooling preserves
the epidermis while the laser light heats and insults the derma
collagen. The wound-healing response leads to increased
-
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t

l
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broplasia over the period of a few months. Such nonabla
subsurface wrinkle removal has been performed with la
light using wavelengths of 1450 nm,14–17 1540 nm,18,19 and
1320 nm.20,21 These wavelengths employ water as the prin
pal target within skin and cause heating of the dermal c
lagen. Other nonablative methods targeting the vascula
with wavelengths of 980 nm22 and 585 nm23,24have also been
reported. The hypothesized mechanism for treatment w
585-nm light is the heating of blood in the microvasculatu
which leads to release of mediators that trigger enhanced
lagen production. We present detailed analysis of the met
of creating a selective subepidermal thermal injury in the u
per portion of the dermis with a 1450-nm wavelength lig
The clinical results of wrinkle treatment are also presente

2 Materials and Mehods
2.1 Choice of Wavelength
A review of histology of CO2 laser-treated skin at thre
months after treatment indicates that the new organized
lagen band extends to about 150 to 400mm subjacent to the
epidermis.25 Hence, the desired penetration depth of light
skin is about 400mm. As discussed in the introduction, man
wavelengths have been used for nonablative treatments. M
have light penetration depths deeper than 400mm. For in-
stance, Ross et al.18 have reported that the heating effe
caused by a 1540-nm laser light is deeper than 400mm. Let us
look at the appropriate wavelength for the desired penetra
depth. Figure 1 shows a plot of the absorption coefficient
water plotted versus wavelength. The absorption coefficien
water is reported as28.6 cm21 at a 1450-nm wavelength.26 If
skin is considered to be 70% water, from these proportions
absorption coefficient of skin is estimated to be approximat
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Fig. 1 A plot of the absorption coefficient of water versus
wavelength.9
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20 cm21. Ignoring scattering effects, the penetration depth
can be estimated as the reciprocal of20 cm21, which is 500
mm. Scattering effects can be taken into consideration throug
detailed Monte Carlo simulations, which yield, as discussed
later, a penetration depth of 439mm. The heat transfer calcu-
lations show that when skin cooling is incorporated, the treat
ment induces thermal injury in the 100 to 400-mm zone. It is
hypothesized that the 1450-nm wavelength would lead to
heating that is limited to the upper dermis, where the zone o
photodamage and wrinkles resides, leading to high efficac
and reduction of side effects that might be associated with
deeper dermal heating. Thus, this wavelength was chosen
produce the desired zone of thermal injury in the dermis. It is
expected that the wound-healing response to this injury woul
lead to new collagen deposition and a reduction in the appea
ance of wrinkles.

2.2 Choice of Cooling
Cutaneous laser treatments have been combined with vario
cooling methods that can be classified broadly into cryogen
spray cooling and contact cooling. In this nonablative ap-
proach with water as the chromophore, cryogen spray coolin
may be more attractive, owing to its selectivity in cooling the
epidermis while leaving the temperature of the deeper struc
tures unchanged.27 We have chosen this method of cooling; it
involves spraying cold cryogen on the treatment area. Th
cryogen used is tetrafluoroethane, an Environmental Protec
tion Agency approved refrigerant and a Food and Drug Ad-
ministration approved propellant with a boiling point of
226 °C at atmospheric pressure.

2.3 Treatment Device
The laser device, called Smoothbeam, combines a 1450-n
diode laser with an integrated cryogen spray cooling device
called the dynamic cooling device~DCD!. The radiant expo-
sure range is from 8 to20 J/cm2 delivered with a total dura-
tion of 210 ms that is divided into four pulses of equal dura-
tions of 52.5 ms each, interspersed with three spurts o
cryogen spray. In addition, there is a prelaser spray and
postlaser spray. All sprays are adjustable for precise duration
The timing diagram is shown in Fig. 2, which shows a pre-
spray duration of 15 ms, three intermediate sprays of 15 m
546 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 3
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each, and a postlaser spray of 20-ms duration. The laser
from the device is coupled into an optical fiber. The optics
the end of the fiber produces a top-hat, 4-mm diameter cir
lar beam on the skin.

2.4 Monte Carlo Simulations of Fluence Distribution
and Heat Transfer Calculations
The results of light fluence distribution and temperature a
the thermal damage profile are described. These are usef
understanding the temperature distribution and thermal inj
for various treatment parameters and for optimization of
same.

In skin, the primary absorber at this wavelength is wa
and it is assumed that the water content does not vary
function of depth. Thus, a single-layer model with consta
absorption and scattering properties was used. The absor
coefficient(ma) of water is dependent on temperature. In t
most extreme case, the temperature of the skin upon treatm
is expected to increase from about30 °C to a maximum of
90 °C. The change in the absorption coefficient of water w
a 1°C temperature increase has been reported to
20.01 cm21/°C within this range of temperature.26 For the
case of a temperature change of60 °C, this corresponds to a
change in absorption coefficient of20.60 cm21. If skin is
70% water, the change in absorption coefficient of skin wo
be 20.42 cm21. A change of0.42 cm21 in the skin absorp-
tion coefficient of20 cm21 is small and hence is neglecte
The scattering20 and absorption properties26 at a 1450-nm
wavelength as given in Table 1 were used as input for
simulations. A homogeneous collimated 4-mm diameter cir
lar beam was incident on the tissue surface.

The tissue volume was discretized into a three-dimensio
grid with 41, 41, and 1001 grid points in the x, y, and
directions, respectively, where the z-direction is perpendicu
to the skin’s surface. The separation between grid points
0.025, 0.025, and 0.0025 cm in the x, y, and z directio
respectively. Monte Carlo simulations were performed to c
culate the light fluence rate,f(x,y,z,t), at all grid points

Fig. 2 A timing diagram showing alternate cryogen spray and laser
pulses used per treatment shot.

Table 1 Optical properties used in the Monte Carlo model for cal-
culation of light fluence distribution.

Property→
Component↓

Refractive
Index (n)

Absorption
Coefficient

(ma)

Scattering
Coefficient

(ms)

Anisotropy
Factor

(g)

Air 1 0 0 0

Skin 1.37 20 cm21 120 cm21 0.9
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Table 2 Values of parameters used in the heat transfer calculations.

Laser
Fluence

Spot
Size

Laser
Pulse

Duration
Cryogen

Temperature

Prelaser
Spray

Duration

Intermediate
Spray

Duration
(split in 3)

Postlaser
Spray

Duration

Thermal
Diffusivity of

Tissue, a5k/rCp

Cryogen-skin
Heat Transfer
Coefficient

16 J/cm2 4 mm 210 ms 244°C 15 ms 45 ms 20 ms 831024 cm2/s 4000 W/m2K
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within the tissue using the Monte Carlo modeling of light
~MCML ! software, given the optical absorption and scattering
properties of skin.28,29

In a second step, heat transfer calculations were performe
by solving the heat conduction equation, as given in Eq.~1!,
numerically by a finite-difference method.

]T~x,y,z,t !

]t
5

k

rCp
¹2T~x,y,z,t !1

maf~x,y,z,t !

rCp
, ~1!

whereT(x,y,z,t) is the temperature at location(x,y,z) and
time t andk, r, andCp are the thermal conductivity, density,
and specific heat of skin, respectively. The last term on the
right represents heat generation within tissue that is due to th
absorption of light. The boundary condition at the top surface
~perpendicular to thez-axis! is described by the convective
boundary condition in Eq.~2!.

2k
]T

]z
5h~Ttissue–surface2Tcoolant!. ~2!

In Eq. ~2!, h is the convective heat transfer coefficient for
either the air–skin or cryogen–skin interface.Tcoolant is the
temperature of either cryogen or air that is in contact with the
tissue. The air-skin heat transfer coefficient and air tempera
ture are used for the top surface except on the treatment spo
where the respective values for cryogen-skin are used durin
the time the cryogen spray is incident on the skin. The value
of the cryogen-skin heat transfer coefficient has been reporte
to be as high as40,000 W/m2 K30 and as low as
2400 W/m2 K.31 Values of 10,000 W/m2 K,32 6200 to
8400 W/m2 K,33 and 5000 W/m2 K34 have also been re-
ported. An intermediate value of4000 W/m2 K was used in
these calculations. A range of values between237 and
258 °Chas been reported for the cryogen temperature. Torre
et al.31 have reported the cryogen temperature to be244 °C
and this value is used. The values of the air-skin heat transfe
coefficient and air temperature chosen were50 W/m2 K and
30 °C, respectively. The parameters used in the heat transfe
calculations are provided in Table 2. In another calculation, no
cryogen cooling was incorporated and only the air-skin
boundary condition was applied. For the finite-difference hea
transfer calculations, the tissue volume was discretized into
three-dimensional grid with 21, 21, and 101 grid points in the
x, y, and z directions, respectively. The separation betwee
grid points was 0.05, 0.05, and 0.005 cm in the x, y, and z
directions, respectively. The time increment was chosen as
ms.

The kinetic thermal damage model relates the temperature
time history of tissue to the thermal damage. The therma
damage measure,V, is traditionally defined as the logarithm
d

-
t,

r

r

-

of the ratio of the original concentration of native tissu
C(0), to the remaining native state tissue,C(t), and by using
an Arrhenius-type kinetic model, it is given at a timet by Eq.
~3!.

V~ t !5 ln$C~0!/C~ t !%5E
0

t

$A exp~2Ea /RT~t!%dt,

~3!

whereA is a preexponential factor,Ea is the activation en-
ergy,R is the universal gas constant, andT(t) is the thermal
history as a function of time,t.35 The parametersA and Ea
are typically determined by fitting experimental measu
ments of damaged and undamaged tissue concentrations
function of time and temperature. Such thermal damage
culations have been reported previously.36–38A representative
set of parameters,A5131075 J/mol and Ea553105 s21,
has been reported.35 The damage was calculated as a functi
of depth in skin through the center of the treated spot
numerically evaluating the integral given in Eq.~3! with the
above parameters and the calculated temperature evolu
with time.

2.5 Ex Vivo Histology
Ex vivohuman skin samples obtained from an elective bre
reduction were treated with the Smoothbeam. The s
samples were transported at4°C and were used in the exper
ments within 8 h. During the experiment, the skin sample w
placed on a metal plate, the temperature of which was m
tained at32 °C by immersing part of it in a temperature
controlled water bath. Treatments were performed on differ
spots with a 4-mm diameter spot with~1! cryogen spray com-
bined with laser and~2! laser alone. Biopsies were taken wi
a 3-mm punch and fixed in 10% buffered formalin solutio
The samples were processed and stained by hematoxylin
eosin~H&E! stain and examined under an optical microsco

2.6 Preliminary Clinical Study
Two human clinical studies~phases I and II! were conducted.
The objective of the phase I clinical study was to evaluate
histological effect of the treatment. Biopsies were perform
on skin behind the ear immediately after treatment. The
jective of the phase II clinical study was to evaluate the
fectiveness of the device for the treatment of periorbital
perioral wrinkles. Nine subjects were enrolled in the phase
clinical study conducted at the Naval Medical Center in S
Diego, California. Institutional review board approval was o
tained prior to initiation of the study and informed conse
was obtained from each of the patients prior to enrollme
The selection of treated and control sides was randomiz
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 3 547
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Fig. 3 A plot of temperature versus time and depth. Five cryogen pulses result in epidermal cooling. Thermal heating of the upper dermis is
achieved.

Fig. 6 Histological section of ex vivo human skin immediately after
treatment with laser alone (H&E). Epidermal separation and thermal
damage to the epidermis and upper dermis are seen. On the right,
normal skin in the untreated area is seen. Scale bar: 100 mm.

Fig. 7 Histological section of ex vivo human skin immediately after
laser and DCD treatment (H&E). Epidermal preservation and thermal
damage to the upper dermis can be seen. Scale bar: 100 mm.
548 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 3
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Subsurface skin renewal by treatment . . .
The treatment area received laser and cryogen, while the co
trol area received only cryogen spray. The timing sequence o
the laser and cryogen spray was slightly different than the
prior description and the details are given in Refs. 14 and 15
Treatment was given in three rows, a row on top of the
wrinkle and two others placed above and below the wrinkle
Three treatments separated by a period of three weeks we
administered to the same area. After the first treatment, pa
tients were seen for a one-day and a one-week follow-up. Fo
subsequent treatments, they were seen every three weeks
follow-ups and treatments until each completed a total o
three treatments. After the third treatment, patients were see
for follow-up visits at 13 and 23 weeks. Photographs of the
treated and control sides were taken before the initial treat
ment at every treatment or follow-up visit. The radiant expo-
sure was chosen by the clinical investigator so as to be lowe
than the radiant exposure that caused epidermal whitening
Radiant exposure values ranged between 12.3 and28.6 J/cm2.
Suggested cooling parameters are 10 ms of prelaser spray,
ms of intermediate spray, and 10 ms of postlaser spray.

During all treatments and follow-up visits, the physicians
and staff recorded and maintained records of all patients, de
scribing clinical observations associated with the treatments
including wrinkle severity, as well as before and after photo-
graphs. The photographs were assessed by observers blind
~unaware! to which side received treatment and which side
served as a control. The wrinkle severity was scored on
scale of 1 to 4 as follows: 1, no wrinkling; 2, mild wrinkling;
3, moderate wrinkling; and 4, severe wrinkling. In the data
analysis, a comparison of the wrinkle severity score was don
to the baseline for both the treated and control sides by pe
forming Student’st-test ~paired sample!.

3 Results
3.1 Monte Carlo Simulations of Fluence Distribution
and Heat Transfer Calculations
The results of one representative calculation are now dis
cussed. Laser energy of 2.01 J was delivered with the 4-mm
circular spot that corresponded to a radiant exposure o
16 J/cm2. From the calculated results of fluence versus depth
through the center of the treatment area, the penetration dept
defined as the depth at which the fluence reaches(1/e), i.e.,
36.8% of the fluence at the surface, was evaluated as 439mm.
A cooling scheme that provides a prelaser spray of 15 ms
three intermediate sprays of 15 ms each, and a final postlas
spray of 20 ms was employed. The total laser time of 210 m
was divided into four pulses of equal duration and equal en
ergy. The timing of the heating and cooling pulses is shown in
Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows a plot of temperature versus time and
depth. The different colors represent different values of tem
perature. The epidermis was kept cool by repeated cryoge
sprays, and thermal heating of the upper dermis was achieve
The peak temperature was calculated to be88.8 °Cat the end
of the last laser pulse at a depth of 150mm.

Figure 4 shows the damage profile predicted by the kinetic
thermal damage model on a log scale as a function of dept
along the center of the treatment spot. Thus, the modelin
predicts that the combination of DCD cooling and a 1450-nm
laser can be used to achieve thermal damage that pea
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e
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r
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around a depth of 150 to 200mm while minimizing the dam-
age in the epidermis and in the deeper dermis. The res
predicted through modeling only give qualitative trends a
should not be used in inferring quantitative numbers for th
mal damage.

To understand the effect of lasing alone, another heat tra
fer calculation was performed in which no cryogen cooli
was applied. The thermal damage profile versus depth
shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, thermal damage starts f
the top layer of the skin and extends to a depth of about
mm from the top.

3.2 Ex Vivo Histology
Figure 6 shows a biopsy of an area treated with a fluence
20 J/cm2 without any cryogen spray cooling. The photogra
shows in the same sample both an untreated area and a tr
area. In the treated area, epidermal separation from the de
is seen. Thermal damage in the dermis is seen and the pr
parallels the results of the thermal damage calculations
sented in Fig. 5. Figure 7 shows a biopsy for treatment wit
radiant exposure of20.6 J/cm2, a 10-ms prelaser spray, a
intermediate spray consisting of three sprays of 5 ms ea
and a postlaser spray of 15 ms. Again, epidermal preserva
and selective damage to the upper dermis are seen. This

Fig. 4 A plot of thermal damage versus depth with laser and cryogen
cooling.

Fig. 5 A plot of thermal damage versus depth after laser treatment
without any cryogen cooling.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 3 549
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Fig. 8 Immediate post-treatment biopsy demonstrating a band of der-
mal heat effect (H&E, 403). The small arrows show elongation of
nuclei with thermal damage. The large arrows demarcate superficial
and deep boundaries of the heat effect. Scale bar: 100 mm.
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vides the proof of principle that epidermal preservation and
thermal injury to the upper dermis are indeed possible. The
typical laser radiant exposure values used in nonablative trea
ment of subjects as discussed later are lower than the valu
used in demonstrating the histology and hence created
milder thermal injury.

3.3 Preliminary Clinical Study
In the phase I study, biopsies showed acute mild residual the
mal damage~RTD! in the dermis that extended from 150 to
400 mm subjacent to the epidermis, which is the zone where
most solar elastosis resides. As seen in Fig. 8, dermal collage
exhibited a zone of slightly basophilic tinctorial changes~the
superficial and deep limits of the changes are indicated by th
large arrows!. The small arrows show elongation of nuclei
with thermal damage. Biopsies from two months after treat-
ment showed fibroplasia extending over a range of depth
similar to the acute RTD zones as shown in Fig. 9. The arrow
demarcate the zone of fibroplasias. In the phase II study, a
sessment of before and after photographs by a set of blinde
observers showed that there was statistically significan
wrinkle reduction of 0.35(p50.007,,0.01) on the treated
side whereas there was an increase of 0.05(p50.68) on the
i-
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d-
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control side. The side effects were limited to erythema a
edema that did not exceed two days, while the pain repo
was tolerable.

4 Conclusions
A new device, Smoothbeam, that combines a diode laser
1450-nm wavelength and cryogen cooling has been develo
for nonablative treatment of skin wrinkles. The choice
wavelength allows thermal injury in the upper dermis, t
principal zone of photoaging. The wound-healing response
the dermal injury allows gradual thermally induced skin r
newal. Monte Carlo modeling and heat transfer calculatio
as well as biopsies and histology ofex vivotissue showed tha
it is possible to achieve thermal injury in the desired derm
region while preserving the epidermis. In addition, the dev
was found to be safe and efficacious in the treatment of fa
wrinkles in the preliminary human clinical study. The param
eters recommended for treatment are a fluence of 14
16 J/cm2 and a DCD setting that includes a 10-ms prela
spray, three intermediate sprays of 10 ms each, and a post
spray of 10 ms.
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